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:j_mnar 
 
Menu Archive 
 
Description: 

This utility performs menu library archive functions. It allows you to Replace, Extract, 
Delete, or List compiled menu definition (.md) files into/from a menu library (.ml). 

 
 
Level: 
 2s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_mnar;Function;Library;File 
 
Global Variables: 
 _fname 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 Function (string) 

The Menu Archive function. This is a single character code as follows: 
 
r Replace. This function places or replaces a copy of the specified menu 

definition file into the specified library. The original file is left on the disk. 
 
x Extract. This function extracts a copy of the specified menu definition file 

from the specified library to the disk. The file still remains in the library. 
 
d Delete. This function deletes the specified menu definition file from the 

specified library. 
 
t List. This function lists the contents of the specified menu library to the 

specified output text file. 
 
tv List Verbose. This function lists the contents of the specified menu library 

to the specified output text file. In addition to the menu definition file 
names, the file sizes and creation dates are also listed. 

 
 
 Library (string) 
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The menu library (.ml) to add/extract/delete/list the given menu definition file 
to/from. 

 
 
 File (string) 

If the function in the first argument is r, this is the menu definition file on the disk 
(.md) to be archived into the given menu library (.ml). If the definition file is 
already in the library, it will be overwritten. 
 
If the funtion in the first argument is x, this is the menu definition file (.md) in the 
given menu library (.ml) to be extracted to the disk. 
 
If the function in the first argument is d, this is the menu definition file (.md) in the 
given menu library (.ml) to be deleted. 
 
If the function in the first argument is t or tv, this is the output file name to be 
created on the disk to contain the listing of menu definition files (.md) in the given 
menu library (.ml). 

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_mnar;='r';='C:\arris_users\myuser\user.ml';'NEWMENU.md' 
   

In this example the menu definition file "NEWMENU.md" will be archived into the 
menu library "user.ml" in the User Home directory. The original menu definition 
file will remain on the disk. 

 
 :j_mnar;='x';='C:\arris_users\myuser\user.ml';'OLDMENU.md' 
 

In this example the menu definition file "OLDMENU.md" will be extracted from 
the menu library "user.ml" in the User Home directory. The menu will still be 
contained in the library. 

 
 :j_mnar;='d';='C:\arris_users\myuser\user.ml';'JUNKMENU.md' 
 

In this example the menu definition file "JUNKMENU.md" will be deleted from the 
menu library "user.ml" in the User Home directory. 

 
 :j_mnar;='t';='C:\arris_users\myuser\user.ml';'C:\arris_users\myuser\mllist.tx' 
 

In this example the contents of the menu library "user.ml" in the User Home 
directory will be stored into the text file "mllist.tx", also located in the User Home 
directory. The text file may then be opened in a text editor or otherwise read to 
see the contents of the menu library. 
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Notes: 
  

1. This utility is used by the ARRIS Developer programs perform the menu archive 
functions. Refer to the ARRIS Developer documentation for more information. 

 
2. When archiving or extracting menu definition files, the file will be read from or extracted 

to the current working directory on the disk unless a full path is given. The working 
directory is normally the directory where the currently loaded database is located. 

 
3. This utility was created to mimic the old Unix command line menu archive utility mnar 

within ARRIS. It calls the mnar.exe executable in $ARRIS\bin which performs the 
menu archive functions in MS Windows. 
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